
BLUE BARN Castlegar 2024 POULTRY ORDER FORM
2024 Availability Dates April 7 to 10 May 5 to 8

All bantams and standard heritage breeds are ordered UNSEXED ONLY.  While we will make every effort to differentiate between breeds, BLUE BARN 
cannot guarantee breed selection OR sex, or cockeral/pullet ratio of any given bird.

STANDARD HERITAGE BREEDS (unsexed only) You may mix 'n match for quantity pricing!

assorted Standard Heritage breeds:  1-24  $14.95ea.;  25+ $13.95ea.

QTY:

BUFF ORPINGTON: It was the
early 1800’s before the Buff
Orpington was brought here.
They have broad, smooth fitting
feathers on their massive bodies.
They’re excellent winter birds,
good layers, and with beautiful
pale meat, this is a top-class dual
purpose bird.

QTY:

BLACK AUSTRALORP: The Black
Australorp is the Australian
equivalent of the Orpington.
These are a docile bird despite
the dominant black color, and
have an appealing round body
with an upright 5-point comb.
They are an excellent dual-
purpose bird.

QTY:

AMERAUCANA: This American
version of the Ameraucana has
tail feathers unlike their rumpless
ancestors. Not as big as other
breeds, it is a fine layer of quality
large blue-green eggs. Their
delightful beards and multi-colors
have kept it a very popular
heritage breed for many years.

QTY:

SPECKLED SUSSEX: The Speckled
Sussex is a lively yet docile breed
that can adapt to any
surroundings. They enjoy the
presence of humans and make
delightful curious pets. They are
good foragers and are generally a
hardy variety for colder climates.

QTY:QTY:

BLUE ANDALUSIAN: Andalusians
are originally from Spain are are a
white egg layer. They are
smallish, active, closely feathered
birds that rarely go broody;
roosters will weigh around 7lbs
and hens 5lb. They tolerate heat
better than cold, but need shade
to retreat to when it becomes too
hot or humid.

CUCKOO MARANS: Cuckoo
Marans are historically a dual-
purpose bird, laying 150-200
extremely dark brown eggs per
year, with standard weights 7-8lb
cockeral, and 6lb hen. They are
generally quiet and docile, but are
quite active, taking well to free
ranging in rough terrain, and are
also tough and disease-resistant.

BIELEFELDER: The Bielefelder,
known as a "gentle giant," is a
relatively newer breed of chicken,
first appearing the USA in 2011.
This breed has a great cold
tolerance. They are friendly, calm
chickens, and can produce large
brown eggs.

COPPER MARANS: In post-war
France, the breed was nearly non-
existant. It was introducted to
North America in the 1990s and is
a popular breed today. They are
fantastic egg layers with the
darkest color egg. These birds are
non-aggressive and are great at
foraging.

LAVENDER ORPINGTON: The
Orpington breeds were originally
developed in England in the
1880s; however, the lavendar
version was bred in the 1990s.
Known to be curious, docile, and
intelligent; they are large yet
compact. A good egg layer, can
be broody and will sit on any egg.

GOLDEN LACED WYANDOTTE:
The Golden Laced Wyandotte are
great layers of medium-size, light
brown eggs. They have a
tendancy to be brooy with strong
personalities, but docile with their
keeper. Very cold hardy with
dense feathering and stunning
plumage.

QTY:

QTY: QTY:

QTY:


